Behavioral oscillation in face priming: Prediction about face identity is updated at a theta-band rhythm.
In order to deal with external world efficiently, the brain constantly generates predictions about incoming sensory inputs, a process known as "predictive coding." Our recent studies, by employing visual priming paradigms in combination with a time-resolved behavioral measurement, reveal that perceptual predictions about simple features (e.g., left or right orientation) return to low sensory areas not continuously but recurrently in a theta-band (3-4Hz) rhythm. However, it remains unknown whether high-level object processing is also mediated by the oscillatory mechanism and if yes at which rhythm the mechanism works. In the present study, we employed a morph-face priming paradigm and the time-resolved behavioral measurements to examine the fine temporal dynamics of face identity priming performance. First, we reveal classical priming effects and a rhythmic trend within the prime-to-probe SOA of 600ms (Experiment 1). Next, we densely sampled the face priming behavioral performances within this SOA range (Experiment 2). Our results demonstrate a significant ~5Hz oscillatory component in the face priming behavioral performances, suggesting that a rhythmic process also coordinates the object-level prediction (i.e., face identity here). In comparison to our previous studies, the results suggest that the rhythm for the high-level object is faster than that for simple features. We propose that the seemingly distinctive priming rhythms might be attributable to that the object-level and simple feature-level predictions return to different stages along the visual pathway (e.g., FFA area for face priming and V1 area for simple feature priming). In summary, the findings support a general theta-band (3-6Hz) temporal organization mechanism in predictive coding, and that such wax-and-waning pattern in predictive coding may aid the brain to be more readily updated for new inputs.